Ixxii	Introduction: Part VI
VI (not inBR). Frame-story: Sixth Section.  The jealous King and
the ungrateful Prince, Part 1
In the city of Vigala lived a king named Nanda, who had a son
Vijayapala,1 a minister Bahugruta, and a queen BhanumatL He was
so fond of his queen that he could not leave her for a minute, and even
brought her into the public assembly with him.2 His minister remarkt
on the unseemliness of this action, prompted by too great love,3 and
felt it his duty to remonstrate with the king. The king admitted the
force of his objections, but pleaded that he could not bear to have
Bhanumatl out of his sight. The minister then suggested that the
king should have a painter paint her portrait and place it on the wall
in the assembly, where he could look at it. The king thought this
good advice, and had the queen sit for a painter, who painted her with
all the characteristic marks of a padminl4 or perfect woman. The
king liked the portrait, and showed it to his guru, Qaradanandana,5 for
his inspection. Q. criticized the artist for not portraying a mole like
a sesame-seed on the left hip of the queen. When the king heard this,
after he had examined and found that she had such a mole,6 he was
filled with jealous anger, thinking that Q. must have had improper
relations with her. He told all to the minister, who thought it best to
seem to conform to the king's state of mind, and did not oppose him.7
The king ordered him to kill £.; so Bahugruta took him and bound
him publicly and led him away.8 But reflecting that whether the
king was right or wrong in his suspicion it would be a sin to murder a
brahman,9 the minister concealed Q. in the cellar of his own house,10
and reported to the king that his commands were fulfilled.11
1. Jayapala SR, 2. He set her on his lap there SR. 3. JR omits this reflection.
4. In MR he does not show her to the painter, but only tells him that she is a padmini.
JR does not mention the word padmini. 5. Or °nanda; the mss. of all versions vary.
In MR the king sends the painter to show it to £.; in SR Q. happened to be present
and saw it. 6. The examination is not mentioned in JR. 7. In MR he advises caution
but is overruled. In JR he reflects that the greatness of the great is their own destruc-
tion, as in Q.'s case. 8. In SR Q. reflects on the unreliability of kings, but consoles
himself by thinking that good deeds are a protection in danger. 9. "A distinguish!
man " JR; but at the end of Section VII " brahman-murder " is the phrase used
even in JR. 10, In a cave MR. In JR he quotes a vs on hasty action. 11. Not in JR.

